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Some statistics for Nations Over the past ten years (2010-19) students have applied to and received 

offers of places from universities and colleges across thirty-one countries. An offer of a place often 

comes with a target to be met in the final International Baccalaureate exams, for example 38 points 

overall with 6 in each of Higher Level Biology and Chemistry to read Biological Sciences at Imperial 

College London or 32 points (without the addition of the core points from Theory of Knowledge and 

the Extended Essay) to read any degree at the University of Geneva. Most students apply to a number 

of different universities before choosing the institution they would most like to attend. The average 

number of countries per student is 1.6, the highest number (2.0) in 2018 and the lowest (1.4) in 2013. 

The average number of universities to which each student made an application was 6.9 (the highest 

average for the year 8.2 in 2018, the lowest 6.0 in 2011), the highest number for an individual student 

31 and the lowest number 1. The greater the number of applications a student makes, the more likely 

that student is to withdraw from the application process at some of the universities selected, whether by 

omitting to forward all the required documentation or by ignoring any request by the respective 

admissions offices to pay a deposit. Applying to university inevitably takes time and the application 

process must be balanced carefully with study. Ranked in order of popularity, the first place for offers 

was the UK (1753), second USA (491), third Canada (320), fourth Switzerland (89) and fifth the 

Netherlands (74). The ratios between the offers given by universities and the offers taken up by students 

are UK 5:1, USA 4:1, Canada 4:1, Switzerland 2:1 and the Netherlands 2:1. This may suggest that, in 

the case of Switzerland and the Netherlands in particular, students have a clear idea of which institution 

they wish to attend. Such a supposition is supported by the record of applications to countries where 

national origin – not least because of the language of instruction – may be a deciding factor over whether 

or not to apply: for example, the ratio between the offers given by universities and the offers taken up 

by students in Belgium is 1:1, in Finland 3:2, Iceland 1:1, Russia 1:1, Sweden 1:1 and Tanzania 1:1. In 

the UK, in descending order of popularity, were King’s College London (97 offers), University of 

Edinburgh (95), University of Sussex (83), University College London (70) and University of Exeter 

(68); in Canada, University of Toronto (57), University of British Columbia (53), McGill University 

(51), York University (23) and Concordia University (18); in the USA, Northeastern University (37), 

Boston University (17), Syracuse University (15), UCLA (11) University of California Berkeley (10), 

University of Virginia (9), University of Michigan (8), George Washington University (8), University 

of Colorado (8), University of California Santa Barbara (8) and Cornell University (5); in Switzerland 

University of Geneva (21), Webster University (21), École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (12) and 

École hôtelière de Lausanne (6); and in the Netherlands, University of Amsterdam (8), University 

College Roosevelt (8), University College Utrecht (7) and Leiden University College The Hague (6). In 

terms of actual attendance the figures are, for the UK, University of Edinburgh (24), University of 

Sussex (24), University College Durham (18), King’s College London (13) and University of Durham 

(11); for Canada University of British 

Columbia (22), McGill University (17), 

University of Toronto (14) and University of 

Waterloo (4); for the USA Northeastern 

University (12), University of California 

Berkeley (5), University of Virginia (5), Lynn 

University (4), Savannah College of Art and 

Design (3), University of Pennsylvania (3), 

Columbia University (3), University of 

California Santa Cruz (3) and UCLA (3); for 

Switzerland Webster University (16), 

University of Geneva (10), École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (5) and École hôtelière de 

Lausanne (4); and for the Netherlands University of Amsterdam (4), Leiden University College The 

Hague (4), University College Roosevelt (4), Erasmus University Rotterdam (2), University of 

Groningen (2), Maastricht University (2), Tilburg University (2) and University of Utrecht (2). The 

choice of attendance is, according to the survey conducted among the leaving students at the close of 

each academic year, influenced  primarily by parents, to a lesser by ease of access to Geneva and by 

country of citizenship. Thus University of Chicago (country of citizenship, but 9th in Times Higher 



Education World University Rankings) has been chosen in the past over University of Cambridge (3rd 

in THE World University Rankings), London School of Economics (ease of access to Geneva, but 27th 

in THE World University Rankings) over University of Michigan (21st in THE World University 

Rankings). Such care in choosing is essential to ensure personal wellbeing and satisfaction at university. 

League tables may afford a public measure, but more important is assessing what suits the individual. 

The subject areas chosen for undergraduate study were: Humanities (29 per cent), Liberal Arts and 

Sciences (19 per cent, 31 per cent of which were for programmes weighted more towards science than 

arts), Science/Mathematics (14 per cent), Arts – Music, Theatre, Film (11 per cent), Business (10 per 

cent), Engineering (7 per cent), Medicine (3 per cent), Law (3 per cent), Hospitality (2 per cent), 

Architecture (1 per cent) and Education (1 per cent). Liberal Arts and Sciences, the preferred 

undergraduate programme in the USA, has seen a considerable expansion over the past ten years in 

Europe, most notably in the Netherlands (for example, University College Maastricht and University 

College Roosevelt), but also in the UK (for example, University of Surrey, University of Birmingham 

and University College London). This programme allows students to continue with the broad academic 

base that characterises the International Baccalaureate diploma, before specialising after the first or 

second year in one or more subjects through a major, a major and a minor, or a double major. Over the 

past ten years 15 places (61 applicants) have been gained at the Ivy League, a success rate of 24.5 per 

cent. The typical acceptance rate for the Ivy League varies, depending on the particular institution, 

between 6 and 15 per cent. During the same period 19 students (95 applicants) gained places at the 

University of Oxford and the University of Cambridge, a success rate of 20 per cent. By way of 

comparison, the success rate for applicants from Switzerland to the University of Cambridge in 2018 

was 10 per cent. Of the 371 applicants to UK universities in the Russell Group, 320 were offered a place, 

a success rate of 86 per cent. The acceptance rate from UK independent schools to the Russell Group is 

71 per cent. Further statistics about Nations can be found in Guidance Bulletin 64, 70 and 71.  

  

Years 11, 12 and 13: Guidance counselling Guidance counselling (subject choices in Years 10 and 11, 

higher education choices in Years 12 and 13) is available at Nations throughout the year, both in term 

and outside of term, whether in person or remotely. Over the summer break 2019 156 queries were 

handled by e-mail; over the winter break 2019 54 queries. A timetable is attached to the door of Room 

424 on which students can arrange individual meetings (for up to forty-five minutes) with the guidance 

counsellor. Parents are welcome to attend these meetings or, if they wish, to arrange their own meetings 

by sending an e-mail to mark.grant@ecolint.ch This Guidance Bulletin not only is sent by e-mail every 

two weeks to all parents of students in Years 9 to 13, but also is available for students at 

www.nationsvoice.co/university. Regular briefing in homerooms, visits by university representatives, 

talks by guest speakers, seminars by alumni, whole year assemblies and essay workshops complement 

the personal contact each student has with the guidance counsellor. 

 

Year 12: Notes from the visit by McGill University on 25-Sept-19 As befits its bilingualism, Montreal 

is a vibrantly multicultural city. Such diversity is well represented on campus. The institution is a prime 

example of a comprehensive research university. There are some 40,000 students, of whom 27,000 are 

undergraduates. At the heart of the city is the Downtown Campus, the mix of old and new buildings 

surrounding a hill with pleasant green spaces for cycling and walking; at the edge of the city is the 

Macdonald Campus, which focuses primarily on agricultural and environmental degrees. The latter 

typically requires for entry 30 points (not including the core) in the IB diploma; the former 35 points for 

arts/humanities and 38 points for sciences. No further tests or exams are demanded. Over 300 degree 

courses are on offer, from humanities and nursing to architecture and engineering. With the hallmark 

flexibility of any North American degree, it is easy for each student to build a programme that is richly 

individual, a major being mixed with a minor and accompanying electives.  This affords support for a 

future career and the opportunity to broaden personal interests. The exchange programme allows for 

studying abroad. Internships, which are always paid experiences, underpin any CV and lend, too, a 

practical element to the academic content. While the International Baccalaureate prepares students well 

for intense undergraduate study, McGill University demands in addition intellectual rigour and 

independence of thought. For more details see Guidance Bulletin 35 and https://www.mcgill.ca/.  
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